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Abstract

Order parameter profiles extracted from the NMR spectra of model membranes are a valuable

source of information about their structure and molecular motions. To al1alyze powder spectra

the de-Pake-ing (numerical deconvolution) ~echnique can be used, but it assumes a random

(spherical) dist.ribution of orientations in the sample. Multilamellar vesicles are known to deform

and orient in the strong magnetic fields of NMR magnets, producing non-spherical orientation

distributions. A recently developed technique for simultaneously extracting the anisotropies

of the system as well as the orientation distributions is applied to the analysis of partially

magnetically oriented 31p NMR spectra of phospholipids. A mixture of synthetic lipids, POPE

and POPG, is analyzed to measure distortion of multilamellar vesicles in a magnetic field. In

the analysis three models describing the shape of the distorted vesicles are examined. Ellipsoids

of rotation with a semiaxis ratio of about 1.14 are found to provide a good approximation of

the shape of the distorted vesicles. This is in reasonable agreement with published experimental

work. All three models yield clearly non-spherical orientational distributions, as well as a precise

measure of the anisotropy of the chemical shift. Noise in the experimental data prevented the

analysis from concluding which of the three models is the best approximation. A discretization

scheme for finding stability in the algorithm is outlined.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Outline

The motivation of this thesis is the problem that partial magnetic orientation of lipid bilayer

membranes poses for NMR studies. In Chapter 1 I provide some background knowledge of

phospholipid membranes and discuss why partial magnetic orientation of the membranes occurs.

Also in Chapter 1 I present some elementary NMR theory. Chapter 2 discusses the reason why

partial magnetic orientation of lipid bilayer membranes poses a problem for NMR and some of

the solutions which have been proposed. A large part of Chapter 2 will be devoted to a numerical

solution proposed by Schafer and Sternin [1]. The main theme of the experimental work is to

apply the techniques of Schafer and Sternin to 31P NMR. Chapter 3 contains the details of the

experiments performed. This includes procedures used in sample preparation, specifications of

the spectrometer and methods involved in the spectroscopic studies. Chapter 4 is a description
>f;.-:

of the results and a discussion of what they tell us. Outlined in this chapter are the proper

procedures which should be used with the regularization algorithm to ensure the correct results.

There is also a discussion of the experimental difficulties encountered. The final chapter is a

brief discussion of the conclusions that can be drawn from this work.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

1.2 Membranes

2

Biological membranes are arguably the most important key to the development of life on this

planet. Biolllembranes and their remarkable physical properties allowed for the formation of

cells. Biomembranes provide a strong, flexible boundary which is selective of the types of

substances allowed to permeate it. There is.much research being done to gain an understanding

of the dynamic nature of membrane organi~ation. Of particular interest are rotational and

translational diffusion'and correlation times for molecular motions. Other research is being done

to obtain information about the average structural properties of membrane systems. There is

interest in the average orientation of various parts of the membrane constituents and lately there

has been a lot of interest in the interactions between lipids and cholesterol or proteins[2] .

1.2.1 Biological Membrane VB. Model Membrane

Every cell is enclosed by a biomembrane which provides a boundary to divide the intracellular

contents from the outside environment. All biomembranes have common structures, they are

assemblies of lipid and protein molecules. The specific lipid and protein components and their

quantities vary with different membranes depending on the membrane's function. A biological

cell contains a large variety of molecules, some very large and some very small. Each of these

molecules inside the cell will experience different molecular motions and interactions.

To simplify the problem of understanding biological membranes many researchers study

simpler model membrane systems. These systems may be entirely composed of pure phospholipid

bilayers and water. The idea is that these simplified membranes will have the same basic

structure and dynamics as biological membranes. It has been shown that this is a reasonable
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aSSUI11ption[:3] .

Polar lipids are composed of a hydrophilic polar head group and a hydrophobic acyl chain.

When lipids are set ill contact with a polar solvent such as water the hydrophobic moieties

tend to cluster together. In this way they present the least amount of hydrophobic area to

the solvent and thereby reduce the energy of the systeln. There are many possible structures

which reduce the energy of: the system. One of the simplest structures is a micelle, it occurs

when a single-i.ayer of lipid folds onto itself to form a sphere. The hydrophobic moieties are

protected inside the sphere and the hydrophilic heads are exposed, a cross sectional view is

shown in figure 1.1 (a). A similar structure is the inverted micelle, w,hicll occurs when a lipid

layer folds in the opposite direction. In this case the polar solution is restricted to the inside of

the micelles; the cross section is depicted in figure 1.1 (b). A more complex structure which may

a)

Figure 1.1: (a) A cross section of an inverted micelle, a spherical vesicle
with the hydrophobic chains hidden inside.
(b) An inverted micelle, a spherical vesicle with the hydropho
bic chains exposed to the outside.
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be forIlled is a bilayer. Two lipid ll10nolayers combille, the hydrophobic moieties of each layer in

the illiddle with the hydrophilic moieties on the outer surface, providing a boundary to exclude

the solvent; a graphic representation of a cross section is depicted in figure 1.2 (a). To totally

exclude the solveIlt from contacting the hydrophobic moieties bilayers tends to fold over onto

itself to form vesicles. Multilamellar vesicles (MLVs) are common and are of the ill0St illterest

since they are a good approximation of real biological cell membranes. They consist of maI1Y

bilayers (approximately 50 to 100) concentrically wrapped around each other like the skins of

an onion; as shown in cross section in figure 1.2 (b). There is a layer of polar solvent between

layers of the MLV and there usually is a reservoir of polar solvent in the center.

Lipids may form different structures in different physical environments. For certain lipids an

increase in temperature will cause a change from a lamellar structure to a structure in which

the molecules project radially outward from the center of a cylinder. This complex structure

is known as the hexagonal HI! phase. The lipids assemble in long tubes, where the inside of

each tube contains polar solvent surrounded by hydrophilic head groups with hydrophobic acyl

chains radiating outward from the tubes as in figure 1.3. Another possible situation (HI) has

the hydrophobic moieties inside the cylinders with the polar solvent surrounding the outsides.

These tubes of lipids assemble in a hexagonal>stacking pattern.

It is possible to physically manipulate the structure of lipids. It is well known that when

sonicated, MLVs will break up and reform as small vesicles. A popular technique for forming a

homogeneous dispersion of MLV sizes is a repetition of a freeze-thaw cycle. When the lipid is

frozen the expanding solvent breaks the vesicles apart, the vesicles then reform as the lipid is

thawed. In preparing lipid samples it is important to choose a technique which will produce the
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0)

b)
bilayers

1 ~m

Figure 1.2: (a) A schematic representation of the cross-sectional view of a
lipid bilayer. The hydrophilic polar head groups (represented by
spheres) are on the outer side and the hydrophobic acyl chains
(represented by lines) a!e on the interior. A bilayer has a typical
thickness of about 40 A.
(b) A schematic representation of the cross section of a multil
amellar vesicle. They are typically about 1 /lm across and made
up of about 50 to 100 bilayers.
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Figure 1.3: Hexagonal structure.
cores of polar solvent.

desired structure.

1.2.2 Phospholipids

Lipids assemble to form tubes around

A phospholipid consists of a hydrophilic headgroup containing a phosphate segment to which

a variety of residues may be bonded. The lipid molecule also contains two fatty acyl chains,

the assembly of these moieties is made possible by a glycerol backbone. Figure 1.4 depicts the

generic diagram of a lipid molecule.

In this study, two synthetic lipids were used for all 31p N~fR experiments,

1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoglycerol (POPG) and

I-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine (POPE). The molecular diagrams

are shown in figure 1.5.
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Figure 1.4: Block diagram of a lipid

1.2.3 Motions

The forces that cause the lipids to form structures are not due to any molecular bonds. They

originate from the efforts of the system to minimize the entropy decrease that results from being

mixed with the solvent [4]. A membrane is not a rigid fixed structure but a dynamic array of

biomolecules which can be described using a fluid mosaic model [5]. Due to the large degree

of freedom of motion, lipids are characterized by rapid rotational motions about an axis which

is roughly perpendicular to the plane of the bilayer surface, this axis is commonly called the

director [6]. The rotational motions cause rotational averaging about the director. Hence it is

possible to represent these rotational motions as simply a rotation of the lipid about the director

as in figure 1.6. The lipid molecules have rotational symmetry about the director. These rotation

motions are fast on the NMR timescale.

Collective director fluctuations cause regions of the lipid bilayer to experience a slight shift in
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POPG POPE

8

Figure 1.5: Molecular diagram of
I-palmitoyl-2-o1eoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine
(on right) and
I-palmitoyl-2-o1eoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoglycerol (on
left ).
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Lipid

Effective
Motion

Figure 1.6: Rotational motions: the motions within the lipid can be simpli
fied to a rotational averaging about an axis which passes through
the lipid. The axis is called the director.

Figure 1.7: Collective director fluctuations: the arrows represent the direc
tors of lipid molecules undergoing slight fluctuations.
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the direction of the lipid director axis as scllernatically depicted in figure 1.7. Collective director

fluctuations are a slow motion on the NMR tinlescale.

Lipid molecules are free to move about the surface of the membrane. Figure 1.8 depicts a

lipid nl0viIlg about the plane of a flat bilayer section, this is called lateral diffusioll. Lateral

diffusion is an important contributor to motional averaging in very small vesicles but is less

effective for larger MLVs.

Another mation which contributes to motional averaging is Brownian tumbling of the entire

vesicle. Again this motion contributes greater motional averaging in small vesicles than in larger

~vfLVs.

Figure 1.8: Lateral diffusion: lipids are free to move about the surface of
the bilayers. A lipid is depicted moving about a fiat section of _
a bilayer.

1.2.4 Magnetically Induced Orientation

With the technological advances made in the field of NMR research, high field magnets are

now common place in most NMR laboratories. NMR studies of phospholipids using these high

magnetic fields are yielding distorted spectra. This has been explained by magnetic orientation

of membranes due to the anisotropic magnetic susceptibility of lipid bilayers [10, 11]. The

spectra of partially oriented lipid membranes yield spectra which differ from those of spherical
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vesicles. The lllost important data which will be altered are the observed NlVIR lineshapes and

moments [10].

In two papers written in 197:3 [15, 16] W. Helfrich proposed a theory for the elasticity of lipid

bilayers. The theory was based on previous studies of the curvature elasticity of liquid crystals.

ITsing this theory Helfrich derived a formula for the deformation of spherical bilayer vesicles by

a magnetic field. The force causing the deformation was attributed to the magnetic anisotropy

of the lipid molecules. Bilayer deformations were first attributed to the diamagnetism of the

molecules by Hong et ale in 1971 [17]. A molecule may orient when placed in a magnetic field d~ue

to an anisotropy of its magnetic susceptibility. The degree of orientation is directly proportiorlal

to the diamagnetic anisotropy ~x. Normally the degree of orientation is quite small, however in

a system like a liquid crystal where the diamagnetically anisotropic molecules are held parallel

to each other, the anisotropy is additive. Lipid bilayers are thought to orient with the normal

to the surface of the bilayer perpendicular to the magnetic field [18]. Using the assumption

that a lipid bilayer vesicle is spherical in shape, since this would minimize the elastic energy,

Helfrich proposed that the magnetic field would deform the spherical vesicle into ellipsoids of

revolution [16]. Some of the studies which followed did not assume spherical shape outside of the

magnetic field. Many assumed MLVs were alvvays ellipsoidal in shape and a random distribution

of these ellipsoidal MLVs would have a random distribution of orientations which was identical

to the random distribution of orientation of an all-spherical vesicle case. In either case under the

influence of a magnetic field the ellipsoidal MLVs would align their long axis with the magnetic

field due to the magnetic anisotropy of the lipids[18] . Later experimental studies have found

examples of spherical vesicles being deformed into ellipses [10].
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Several experimental studies were done following W. Helfrich's 1973 work which confirmed

orientation of model membranes in magnetic fields [11, 19, 20]. In a 1978 paper Boroske and

Helfrich (20] experimentally measured the dianlagnetic susceptibility anisotropies of egg lecitllill.

lTsing optical microscopy they showed that, in a low magnetic field, thin walled cylilldrical

dilnyristoyl phosphatidylcholine (DMPC) vesicles would align themselves such that the long

axis of the cylinders was parallel to the field. In a study done by T. Brumm et ale [10] an

MLV sample Was quickly frozen while in the magnetic field of a spectrometer (9.4T). A freeze

etch of the sample found MLVs exhibiting ellipsoidal shape. In 1985 Seeliget ale [21] used

a modern spectrometer (7.05T) to study the magnetic alignment of phospholipid membranes.

Their study demonstrated magnetic alignment in both phospholipids extracted from Escherichia

coli membranes and synthetic lipid mixtures. The extracted samples consisted of approximately

80 wt % phosphatidylethanolamine (PE) and 20 wt % phosphatidylglycerol (PG). While in the

gel phase the phospholipids extracted from Escherichia coli membranes exhibited a spectrum

which was typical of a random distribution of bilayer orientations. When the sample was heated

to 318 K, which is above the gel to liquid crystalline phase transition, the powder pattern was

transformed into a single sharp peak. The peak was positioned at the edge of the spectrum

which corresponds to 90° orientation in a pow.der pattern. Macroscopic alignment of the bilayer

membranes such that the individual domains become oriented with their normals perpendicular

to the applied magnetic field would cause such a change in the spectra. T'he fluid like state is

necessary to allow the membranes to orient. As the sample was cooled to a temperature below the

liquid crystalline to gel phase transition, magnetic orientation was preserved. The spectral lines

were broadened but this can be accounted for by the slower correlation times of the gel phase [21].
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In the san1e study a synthetic lipid mixture consisting of 83 wt % POPE with 17 wt % POPG

was found to orient well. It displayed magnetic orientation similar to the phospholipids extracted

from Escherichia coli membranes described above. While the mixture of POPE and POPG did

orient in the magnetic field, POPE and POPG did not orient when pure. Other studies also

concluded that only lipid mixtures will orient in a magnetic field [18, 22] while another recellt

study has shown that magnetic orientation of liposome membranes can occur in some pure lipid

systems, like dimyristoyl phosphatidylcholine (DMPC) and dipalmitoyl phosphocholine (DPPC)

[23]. The results of studies so far have shown that magnetic orientation only occurs in the liquid

crystalline phase and the amount of orientation achieved in a magnetically orientable sample

depends on magnetic field strength, size of liposomes and the method of preparation.

1.3 NMR

1.3.1 Basics

When a nucleus with a magnetic moment is placed in a static magnetic field, the energy of tIle

magnetic dipole is quantized. For a nucleus with a spin quantum number 1/2, there are two

energy levels. The separation of the levels varies with the intensity of the applied magnetic

field. With a magnetic field Ho applied in the z-direction, a magnetic moment J1 would have

an energy given by E == -ji. iio == -J1zHo where J1z == ,lim; , is the gyromagnetic ratio and

'm == I, I - 1, ... , -Iwherelisthespinnumber. ~E the energy spacing between the levels is

equal to ,liHo • The Hamiltonian operator for this system, taking the field H o to be along the

z-direction, would be H == -,liHolz where Iz is an operator. This form of magnetic interaction

is known as the Zeeman interaction. To detect these energy levels we need an interaction which
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Increasing Ho
:>

~-1/2

14

zero
field ~E

1/2

Figure 1.9: A schematic drawing depicting increasing energy levels ,vith in
creasing magnetic field

will cause a transition between the energy levels. This interaction must be time dependent and

have an angular frequency wsuch that ~E == nw, thus satisfying the conservation of energy. This

is achieved by introducing an alternating magnetic field perpendicular to the static magnetic

field.

The simple spin 1/2 case can be simplified to the classical motion of a magnetic moment in

a static magnetic field H o• When H o is applied a torque is exerted on the magnetic moment fl.

The torque only alters the component of angylar momentum perpendicular to H o and fl. The

result is a precession of fl around the axis defined by H o • fl traces out a cone around H o , this is

known as Larmor precession. The induced angular velocity is given by W o == -""tHo

If a magnetic field HI, which is perpendicular to H o , is introduced, it would also exert

a torque on f.1. The torque would try to change the angle () between f.1 and H o • A linearly

polarized HI along the x-axis can be decomposed into two circularly polarized components.
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Figure 1.10: A schematic drawing depicting the motion of the moment about
the axis defined by H o •

Let's consider a frame of reference (xI, yl, zl) rotating around H o with the Larmor frequency

Woe In this rotating frame one of the components appears time-independent while the other

oscillates rapidly at 2wo , in the rotating frame, thus the magnetic moment effectively experiences

a static magnetic field He!! where:

w
He!! = (Ho - - ) + H l, (1.1)

At resonant frequency Ho will equal ~ therefore He!! will equal Hl . The magnetic moment
..;."":

experiences a magnetic field directed along the xl-axis (in the rotating frame). The result of

H1i is that the magnetic moment will precess in the z/-yl plane, through an angle () =: ,Hltl

where t l is the length of time H l is applied. By varying i l the amount of rotation and hence

the direction of the magnetic moment can be varied. In NMR terminology a "900 pulse" nleans

the duration of H l was sufficient to rotate the magnetic moment through 90°[25, 26, 27].
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So far we have considered individual spins only, a macroscopic sample will contain an en-

semble of many spins. In a sample consisting of many identical nuclei the populations of the

nuclear spin states obey a Boltzmann distribution. At. high temperature the population differ-

ence betweell the states is

N~E
~n ==--

° 2kT
(1.2)

(remember ~E == ,liHo ) where N is the total number of nuclei in the sample and ~no is the

difference in the population levels at equilibrium.

The total magnetic moment of the system, M, is the resultant of the individual magnetic

IYIOmeIlts p. The equilibriuIIl value of :rvI is

(1.3)

and is directed along the z axis. This can also be written as

(1.4)

The magnetization of the entire sample, M, will be affected by the alternating magnetic field in

the same manner as the individual spins.

1.3.2 Relaxation

Two types of relaxation mechanisms are necessary to describe a spin system returning to equi-

librium. Spin-lattice relaxation describes the return of the longitudinal magnetization to the

equilibrium value, M o , along the axis defined by the static field. This relaxation is due to inter-

actions with the surrounding lattice and the time corresponding to this relaxation is called TI .

Spin-spin interactions can also cause relaxation, even without changing the total energy of
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Figure 1.11: Schematic depictions of the relaxation mechanisms. Figure (a) describes Tl,
the time corresponding to the return of the longitudinal magnetization to the
equilibrium value. Figure (b) describes T2, the transverse relaxation. Al
though not shown, spins inter~ct with each other, causing an irreversible loss
of phase coherence. [28]
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the spin system. As the spins precess in the x-y plane, spin-spin interactions cause a loss of

phase coherence among the spins in the ensemble. As a result, the magnetization, Mx alld j\!fy

will decrease to zero. The time corresponding to this relaxation is known as T2 , the spin-spill

relaxation time. In membranes, T2 ~ T1 usually. The two spin relaxation nlec}lallislllS are il-

lustrated in figure 1.11. The relaxation is customarily described by the phenomenological Bloch

Equations which describe the relaxation of the whole ensemble of magnetic moments present in

a macroscopic.sample.

(1;.5)

(1.6)

(1.7)

T1

,,(M x H)x - ~:

,,(M x H)y - ~:

dMx

dt

dMy
dt

dMz Mo----
dt

where

(1.8)

Xo is the magnetic susceptibility and Ho is the static magnetic field [26].

1.3.3 The Spin 1/2 System

To gain some insight into the spectra of spin 1/2 nuclei like 31 P interactions other than the

Zeeman interaction must be considered. The chemical shift interaction and the dipolar coupling

interaction are the dominant interactions.
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Chemical Shift Anisotropy

19

lVluch of the useful information learned from NMR is due to the interactions between the lluclear

spin angular momentum and the electron clouds which surround each nucleus. These interactiollS

may be interpreted to show the characteristics of the local electronic environment. The electrons

are induced to circulate around the nucleus about the direction of the applied field. The motion

causes an induced magnetic: moment J-li. For an electron at a distance r from the nucleus

(1.9)

where () is the angle between r and the applied field iio [25]. The induced magnetic field of Pi is

opposite to H o • The nucleus is screened slightly from H o ' which causes the Larmor precession

frequency to be slightly displaced. This is known as a chemical shift, the effective field at the

nucleus H can be written as

(1.10)

where (J" denotes the chemical shielding tensor in the axis system defined by the static field.

Note that in equation 1.9 J-li is dependent on () the angle between rand iio ' hence the

chemical shift is also dependent on angle ().

Dipolar interaction

The intrinsic magnetic moment associated with each nuclear spin dipole exerts an influence on

its neighbours..The magnetic field produced by the dipole acts on the dipole moments of remote

spIns.
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The Hamiltonian of an ensemble of spin pairs may be written as

20

(1.11)

where the subscripts i and j run over, for example, the phosphorus and proton spins, respectively"

and ()ij is the angle that the proton-phosphorus internuclear vector 'G makes with the applied

magnetic field [26]. Each magnetic moment will experience a field which either aids or opposes

the static magnetic field. The result on a large ensemble of spins will be an overall spreading of

the resonance conditi~n. The experimental result will be a broadening of the linewidth.

1.4 31p NMR in Model Membranes

In the field of membrane research there is interest in gaining an insight into the dynamic nature

of membrane organization and average structural properties. Of great interest is the interaction

between the lipids themselves and between lipids and proteins or cholesterol. To study the

interior structures of a membrane a probe is needed which will be nonperturbing, it must not

change the system at all. It must be localized at a known place in the molecule and it must not

disturb the molecular structure. Headgroups of phospholipids contain a high natural abundance

of 31P nuclei and thus 31P NMR can be used to study them.

1.4.1 Motional Averaging

lineshape

Random molecular motions act to modulate the NMR transition frequencies and cause mo-

tional averaging. As we have seen the transitions are affected by the orientation of the molecules.
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If all orientations ((), c/J) are allowable and ll10lecular lllotions cause reorientations such that ((), ¢;)

randomly changes between different values then the frequency of the transition w( (), 1;) will be

randomly fluctuating in time. If these motions have a short correlation time, Tc , the spectral

lines have the width which is of the order ~w ~ 1-.. In the extreme short correlation time
Ie

limit the spectrum collapses to a single line, this single line represents an average of the signal

[29]. For a physical explanation, a fast motion will allow a spin to sample many different fields

during one me!1surement. Some may cause an advance in phase while others may retard the

phase, the resuit is a random walk of small steps. For a slow motion a spin will sample a fairly

constant field during the measurement and will experience a steady dephasing, either positive

or negative[26].

A biological membrane is an axially symmetric system. Since lipid molecules have rotational

freedom about their axes at a rate that is fast on the NMR timescale (see figure 1.6) there is

motional averaging about their long axes. In large MLVs tumbling of the entire vesicle and

lateral diffusion of lipids along the plane of the bilayer surface are slow on the NMR timescale.

As a result orientational effects are not totally averaged. For a sonicated vesicle, which is very

small and rotates quickly on the NMR timescale, the spectrum collapses to a single peak due to

the total motional averaging. For a MLV, which is much larger and rotates slowly, the spectrum

is much more broad, as in figure 1.12 [4].

1.4.2 Effects of Chemical Shift

When considering the effects of motion on the chemical shift interaction it is beneficial to

represent the chemical shift interaction tensor a as a scalar product of two tensors of rank two.
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Figure lQ12: A simulated 31p NMR spectra of an axially symmetric phospho
lipid
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One of these tensors will correspond to a Wigner rotation matrix which relates the orientation

of the principal axis coordinate system to the lab frame of reference. The other tensor will

be the one formed by the products of the individual spin operators and the external magnetic

field vector. In the presence of n10lecular motions the chemical shielding tensor a will be time

averaged over times shorter than the inverse of the spectral width. As already discussed, in a lipid

bilayer the phosphate moiety of the lipid molecule rotates rapidly about an axis perpendicular

to the plane of the bilayer. This rapid motipn is such that ~WRLTc «= 1 where ~WRL is the

rigid lattice line width and T c is the rotational correlation time of the rotational motion. In a

phospholipid phosphate the motional narrowing limit is defined by a correlation time of about

10-5 s [30]. The tensor corresponding to the Wigner rotation matrix will be partially averaged

by the rotation. The averaging allows the static chemical shielding tensor (in the principal axis
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coordinate system):

(1.12)

o 0 0"33

to be expressed as a new effective tensor:

(T-L 0 0

(Te! ! o O"-L 0

o 0 0"11

(1.13)

which is axially symmetric around the director axis. The parameters 0".1. and (Til correspond to the

chemical shielding in the directions perpendicular and parallel to the director axis, respectively.

The tensor components can be related by the following two equations,

(1.14)

where the bar denotes time averaging and ()'iitnd ¢' are Euler angles of the rotation axis in the

principal axis frame (the axis system of the chemical shift tensor) [30, 31]. Here it is beneficial

to introduce order parameters:

1
Sii == _(3cos2ai - 1)

2
(1.16}

where ai( i == 1, 2, 3) are the angles between the director axis and each of the axes in the

principal coordinate system. The anisotropic part of the time averaged tensor may be denoted
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as

When the order parameters are applied
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(1.17)

As a result the observed res~nance frequency will appear to shift by:

where () is the angle between the bilayer normal and the static magnetic field.

1.4.3 Effects of Dipolar Coupling

(1.18)

(1.19)

In NMR experiments it is possible for coupling to occur between pairs of nearby spins. A

phosphorus nucleus, for example, may have a neighbouring proton with a possible "spin up" or

"spin down" orientation. The result will be seen as two slightly different resonant frequencies for

the phosphorus nucleus depending on the orientation of the proton. In a sample which consists

of many of these coupled pairs the result is a broadening effect in the NMR spectra[6].

The Hamiltonian associated with the dipolar coupling interaction is given in equation 1.11.

Unlike the chemical shift interaction which .is dependent on the external magnetic field, the

phosphorus - proton dipolar interaction is dependent on the motional freedom of the phosphate

group and the nearest methylene group. At low operating frequencies the signal is dominated by

the dipolar coupling interaction and at high frequencies the chemical shift interaction dominates.

Also since ~he motion of the molecules is dependent on the temperature, dipolar coupling is

dependent on temperature [6].
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One method of elilninating these effects is called decoupling. The protons in the sample

are acted on by an additional rf radiation which is at the Larmor frequency of the protons. In

most cases this second Larmor frequency is much greater than that of the nucleus of interest, so

there is little chance of interference. By irradiatillg the protons at their Larmor frequency they

are forced to make a transition between the two allowed energy levels. The transitions between

energy levels occur quickly enough that the nucleus of interest will experience an average field

from the protons, reducing its spectrum to a single narrow line [32]. In this experimental work

decoupling was not used.. The resonant frequency of phosphorus was 121 MHz, therefore the

chemical shift interaction dominated but the spectra were broadened due to dipolar couplillg.

1.4.4 Orientational Distribution Function

In order to understand the information acquired from NMR spectra we must consider the fact

that a sample is made up of many MLVs, the orientation of the lipids in these MLVs, provided

there is no magnetic orientation, should be random. The resulting NMR spectra will include

contributions from lipid molecules of many different orientations. The orientation distribution

function P(O) represents the probability of encountering a bilayer domain whose normal makes

an angle 0 with respect to the external magnetic field. Random distribution exists in a system
,'~

vvhich is spherically symmetric, P(O) ex: sinO. This is known as the "real estate" function, it is

depicted in figure 1.13. This is the case for MLVs of spherical shape. If the shape is that of an

ellipsoid of rotation, as in figure 1.14, the orientation distribution function becomes:

(1.20)
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n

Figure 1.13: Random orientational distribution function

where KE is the square of the ratio of the semiaxes , (a/b)2. Clearly other equations could be

devised to describe other shapes.

,

b',
a

'\ I

Figure 1.14: Ellipsoidal orientation distribution function

1.4.5 Powder Patterns

As already discussed the local electronic environment reduces the local magnetic field at the

phosphorus nuclei. The electron density is anisotropic and depends on the bonding pattern.

Therefore the effectiveness of the electronic shielding will depend on the molecular orientation.

Shielding will be the smallest along the axis with the lowest electron density and the largest
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along the molecular axis with the highest electron density. If a molecule could be held at a fixed

orientation the acquired spectrum would be a single peak which is shifted due to the anisotropic

chemical shift. A powder pattern arises as an average of spectra from many molecules, each of

which are oriented in a different direction. For example a random distribution of orientations,

weighed by the real estate function of Section 1.4.4, results in a spectrum with a pronounced 90°

peak. Figure 1.15 is a typical 31 P NMR spectra of a powdered sample of a phosphodiester. The

I I I I I I ( I I I \ I ( ( I Ii··' I I I

-7.0 -3.5 0.0 3.5 7.0
Frequency in kHz

Figure 1.15: A simulated 31p NMR spectra of an axially symmetric phospho
lipid

large peak is the result of a 90° orientation aJ1a. the small shoulder is a result of a 0° orientation.

The spectrum may be used to determinate the principal values of the chemical shift tensor. 0"1-

is given by the position of the large peak and 0"11 by the position of the shoulder[6].
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1.4.6 Depakeing

28

As stated in Section 1.4.5 a "powder" like sample, consisting of many domains of different

bilayer orientations, will produce a spectrum which is a superposition of contributions from dif

ferent () values. To obtain the spectrum for a single () from an experimentally measured powder

spectrum and thus to allow extraction of the order parameter, a numerical procedure called

"de-Pake-ing" can be used [33]. The dePa.~eing procedure relies on an assumption that the

orientational distribution function is ex: sin(0).
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Magnetic Orientation

2.1 The Problem

As discussed in. Section 1.2.4 a magnetic field is thought to deform the shape of MLVs. Consider

the effect this deformation will have on the 31p NMR spectra of an MLV. Figure 1.15 shows a

typical NMR spectrum with the ,large peak on the right edge corresponding to the 90° orientation

and the shoulder on the left edge corresponding to the 0° orientation. If MLVs deform as

expected, the lipid molecules would prefer 90° orientation. Hence the spectrum must change,

the peak on the right edge must increase and the shoulder on the left edge must be reduced.

It is difficult to estimate the "true" principal values of the chemical shift tensor from such a

spectrum. The numerical procedure of dePakeing cannot be used to measure the chemical shift.

DePakeing relies upon a random distribution function, see Section 1.4.5, which is not present

in a magnetically oriented sample. The next few sections detail some methods of correcting for

magnetic orientation.

2.2 Physical Solutions

Some solutions to the problem of orientational effects which have been offered are based on

some physical changes that must be made to the experimental procedure. One approach is to

29
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physically force the vesicles to maintain a spherical shape. Bayerl et ale [:34] have developed a

model system called spherically supported vesicles (SSVs). SSVs are single bilayers absorbed

to the surface of spherical silica beads of narrow size distribution ( 650 +45 nm diameter in

Brulll111 et al.'s [10] study). A water layer exists between the bead and the bilayer. SSVs were

developed in an effort to design a unilamellar model membrane system with a well defined shape

and adjustable size to aid in membrane biophysics research. Brumm et ale [10] have used SSVs

to demonstrate that the formed vesicles maintain their spherical shape in the prescence of a

high magnetic field. A disadvantage to SSVs is that they only exist in the liquid crystalline

pllase. If the encompassing bilayer is permitted to undergo a phase transition to the gel phase

irreversible changes will occur. It is speculated that the bilayer detaches itself from the silica

bead. Further studies were performed to document the different relaxation mechanisms present

in MLVs and SSVs. T~ values were significantly shorter in the SSV samples as opposed to

those of MLV samples. T~ values were much more temperature dependent in the MLV samples.

The degree of magnetic orientation of the MLVs increased with increasing temperature and T~

values of MLV samples also increased with increasing temperature. Magnetic orientation of the

MLVs reduces the contribution of lateral diffusion to T~ values, hence there is an increase in the

average T~. The shorter transverse relaxatiop. times of the SSV samples can result in slightly

lower resolution of the resulting spectra as compared to spectra on MLV samples[lO].

Membranes have also been sandwiched between glass slides to force them to maintain their

orientation. Such a constrained sample can, in principle, be oriented at an arbitrary angle

with respect to the magnetic field. While samples prepared this way do have an advantage of

giving improved signal strength, they are difficult to prepare and can only be prepared with a
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lilllited range of lipid hydratioll. The data obtailled frolll tllese systellls where the lllelllbralles

are physically constrained may differ from free "natural" membranes.

Gawrisch et al. [36] have suggested magic angle spinning as a solution. Their study finds

that slowly spinning the sample at the "magic angle" , where P2 (cos B) == 0, will keep the sample

from orienting with the magnetic field. The only direction orientation possible is along the axis

the sample is being spun on:. This will cause the spectrum to be slightly more intense near the

center. To solve this they suggest a system that involves magic angle spinning and rotation of

the axis of magic angle spinning. The logistics of such a system are difficult and it has not been

implemented yet.

2.3 A Numerical Solution: Simultaneous Extraction of P(B) and Sex)

Sternin et ale [1] have proposed a numerical procedure which is capable of extracting the oriented

spectra and hence the order parameter profiles from the NMR spectra of partially oriented lipid

samples. The following several sections closely follow the material presented by Sternin et ale

[1]. In general, a system has more than a single inherent time-averaged anisotropy (more than

a single order parameter) and thus it is appropriate to introduce the anisotropy distribution

function g(x) which contains all of the physicp,l information of interest.

As already discussed a powder sample contains domains of different orientations. The ob

served spectrum of such a sample is a superposition of contributions from all of these domains.

As a result, for .each fixed anisotropy parameter x there is a corresponding continuous lineshape

function, S1X (W), in the frequency domain.

In the case of an oriented sample, the orientation distribution function reduces to
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P(()) == 8(() - ()o) == 8 (0) ( for simplicity we choose 00 == 0), and the corresponding lineshape

is sin1ply sx(w) == 8(w - x). In this case the position w of the spectral line will provide a

direct measure of the anisotropy.

In the case of a random uniform powder distribution the orientation distributioll functioll

P(0) is proportional to sin (). The following well-known lineshape function is obtained:

sx(w) == [3x(x + 2w)]-t

This is the case covered by dePakeing [33].

(2.21 )

When studying experimental powder spectra both of the distribution functions need to be

accounted for. The following two expressions:

S(w) = Jg(x) [p(ln ~~] dx

JP(O) [g(X) ;:] dO

(2.22)

(2.23)

represent two equivalent descriptions of the same mapping of the two distribution functions

g(x), P(O) onto the powder spectrum S(w). The two expressions simply reflect which of the

two points of view is being taken. Equation 2.22 is a g(x)-weighted superposition of lineshape

functions, one for each anisotropy x. On the other hand, equation 2.23 is a P(O)-weighted

superposition of spectra from the oriented d0mains which constitute the powder sample, one

for each orientation 0. In both cases, w, x, and 0 are related through the fundamental scaliIlg

relationship of

w(0) == XP2( cos ()) ==
3 cos2 0 - 1
x-----

2
(2.24)

Thus, equation 2.22 implies () == O(x,w) and equation 2.23 implies x == x(O,w).

Reliable numerical methods of solving integral equations like equations 2.22 and 2.23 are
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well knovvn. Of the possible experimental situations two have beell studied in depth ill the

literature.

If P(0) is known, and thus an appropriate lineshape function can be calculated, g(x) can be

extracted from the powder spectrum. For example, for a uniform random orientation distribu

tion P( fJ) ex: sin (}, the calculation is that of the dePakeing algorithm. Clearly, applying the

standard dePakeing method to the spectra of partially oriented systems where P(0) is known

not to be proportional to sin (), will inevitably lead to gross systematic errors in the calculated

g(x).

Another possible case occurs when g(x) is known and P(0) can be determined. One example

is the extraction of the orientational distribution of the local director in a nematic liquid crystal

with a small amount of chiral dopant confined to the cylindrical channels of Anopore filters

[37]. Isotropic chemical shifts, chemical-shift anisotropies, and relative line intensities deter

mined previously for 18 inequivalent carbon positions are used as inputs, and the orientational

distribution of the nematic director is extracted. Monitoring this distribution through changes

in temperature or in the direction and strength of the external magnetic field provides direct

experimental access to the molecular ordering mechanism in a liquid crystal.

There is one final possible situation, whep both g(x) and P(0) simultaneously need to be

derived. Due to the interdependence of w, x and (}, this general case is a considerably more

difficult problem than the other two cases. A reliable method of obtaining physical information

( contained in .g(x)) from the experimental spectra measured under the conditions of partial

magnetic ordering ( unknown P(0)) in a high external magnetic field is needed. It is possible to

make progress in this direction by modifying a dePakeing algorithm to extract both g(x) and a
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limited number of parameters which characterize P(()).

2.3.1 Ill-posed Problem, Tikhonov Regularization, Self-consistent Choice of ;\

:34

To elnphasize that x is an independent variable, we introduce the kernel function C (x, w) in

place of the lineshape function sx(w). With that, Eq. 2.22 becomes

1
+00

S(w)= -00 g(x)C(x,w)dx.

One can write

P(O) -B!;, for - x/2 < w ~ x
C(x,W) ==

(2.25)

(2.26)

where

0, otherwise

P(O) ao = _ P[O(x,w)]
8w [2(x-w)(x+2w)]1 j

2
(2.27)

if the dependence on B( x, w) as well as the scaling relationship of Eq. 2.24 are put in explicitly.

Knowing P(B) completely determines C(x,w).

A discrete set of experimental data, {Sf, ,,! == 1.. .'m}, is always incomplete, i.e. known at a

limited number of frequency sampling points Wj, and affected by the noise a 1:

(2.28)

where the "exact data" Sj == S(Wj) are completely determined by g(x) through equation 2.2(5.

For a well-defined kernel function C(x,w), i.e. if P(B) is known in advance, numerical

1as indicated by the superscript (J'
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analysis of such data should provide the distribution fUllction g(x). However, for noisy data one

can only expect to obtain approximations g(x ). In general, obtaining reasonable approximations

from noisy data is a rather ambitious undertaking. Equation' 2.25 is a Fredholm integral equation

of the first kind and thus belongs to the class of the so-called "ill-posed" problems. That is,

for any set of noisy data {Sf}, infinitely many approximations g(x) result in equally good

fits Sj [g(x)] to the input data in the least-squares or maximum error sense. Almost all of

those approximations are in fact wrong as can be demonstrated using the Riemann- Lebesque

theorem [38]. For this reason, simple least-squares or linear programming algorithms are not

appropriate for dealing with such integral equations.

However, the Tikhonov regularization technique is known to provide reliable solutions of such

integral equations by minimizing the least-squares error with respect to g(x) under additional

constraints, e.g. a certain degree of smoothness of g(x). Successful dePakeing of powder spectra

(i.e. P(O) a sin 0) using this method has already been achieved [39]. For m input data points,

the regularization algorithm minimizes the following expanded least-squares expression with

respect to g(x ):

(2.29)

subject to g(x) 2:: .o. The first term in equation 2.29 is the usual least-squares term which

guaranties compatibility of the fit with the data. The Tikhonov regularization approach in-

troduces the second term which controls the smoothness of the approximation. Here.\ is the

regularization parameter and g" denotes the second derivative of the distribution function g(x).

A good estimate for .\ is essential for the quality of the solution. Too small values for .\ result

in artificial, physically meaningless structures in g(x), while too large a .\ tends to oversmooth
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tIle sllape of g(x) and to suppress information. Honerkamp and Weese [40] have developed a self

consistency (SC) method for the estimation of regularization parameters which proved success-

ful in many numerical algorithms related to the Fredholm integral equations. The SC method

guaranties that the approximation g(x) is in the vicinity of the true distribution function g(x).

Once the optimum value of the regularization parameter is determined from tIle SC nletIlod,

minimizing cI> [g(x)] yields g{x).

The algorithm assumes that P(0) is well defined. While this is true for the random orienta-

tional distribution of powder samples, where P(0) ex sin(0), this assumption does not hold if

magnetic ordering occurs in a membrane system. This is a much more difficult situation, where

P(O) and, consequently, the integral kernal C(x,w) itself are not exactly known. The algorithm

outlined above can not be applied directly because both g(x) and P(0) need to be determined

by data analysis. Thus a generalization of the regularization method is required.

A generalized representation of P(0) could be made in terms of the orthogonal Legendre

polynomials:
00

P( ()) ex sin(()) x L Ai Pi(cos 0) ·
i=l

(2.30)

Since P(0) is completely defined by the coefficients Ai, one could try to calculate simultaneously

both g(x) and the set of Ai from the data $j. However, this general approach increases the

complexity and size of the mathematical optimization problem beyond a reasonable limit. While

the calculation of g(x) from the data Sf is a linear optimization problem if P(B) is available,

a combination of linear and nonlinear optimization techniques has to be applied if g(x) and Ai

are to be calculated. This leads to an increase in computation time and to numerical instability.

Instead, a simpler, physically reasonable model for P(B), can be used to attempt to determine
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[a limited number of] parameters of such a model simultaneously with g(x). If the model is

restricted to a single parameter K, the simplest possible case, the expectation is that a magnetic

ordering effect can be successfully described by a physically justified one-parameter function

Pti (()) which approximates the true P(()) when the value of K is chosen appropriately. The

parameter K can be thought of as describing the degree of magnetic distortion of the original

sin 0 distribution for each fixed value of K, P~(0) is well-defined and thus g(x) can be determined

from the data Sf using the Tikhonov regularization algorithm. Sweeping an appropriate range

of values for K, the minimum of the least-squares error sum:

(2.31 )

provides an optimum estimate K. Out of all functions Pk (()), the one closest to the true P(()) is

thus determined, leading to the best approximation g(x) within the limits of the model defined

by P(0). Note that this approach is very general and is not restricted to a certain one-parameter

model function P(B). The entire procedure can be repeated using different model functions, in

order to determine the best one.

2.3.2 The Models

Three one-parameter models for P(O) were examined in the paper by Sternin et al, [1]. In the

first case the orientation distribution function is described by

(2.32)
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PL (fJ) arises from the truncation of tIle series expallsion of Eq. 2.30 after the first two even-

nUll1bered terms. This equation is very similar to that of a random distribution except there

is a small perturbation added. Note, if KL == 0 then this reduces to the random distribution

function. The second case corresponds to the orientation distribution function that would be

obtained fronl a continuous ellipsoidal distortion of the vesicles,

(2.33)

In this equation KE is the square of the ratio of the semiaxes. The third case corresponds to the

extreme limit of the domains of the bilayer surface not being continuous. That is the orientation

of a domain is totally independent of the orientation of surrounding domains. A Boltzmann

distribution of energies of interaction between the membrane domains and the magnetic field,

proportional to cos2 fJ, yields,

(2.34)

A value of zero for KB corresponds to a random distribution of orientations while I KB I~ 1 cor-

responds to perfect order. For small values of K B and of (1- K E ) the corresponding distributions

P
B

(()) and P
E

(()) coincide with PL (0). This can be seen if the terms in the square brackets in
.;::.

Eqs. 2.34 and 2.33, respectively, are expanded in cos2
() up to the first order and if one assumes

K L == K B == 2(1 - K E ). Thus, in the limit of a small deviation from the random distribution of

orientations, all three models should yield similar results.
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2.3.3 The Algorithm

:39

Extensive numerical studies were conducted to test the algorithm under different simulated

experimental conditions. The studies were conducted on real and simulated sanlples with Spill

1. An illustration of the artifacts arising when a standard dePakeing algorithm is applied to

sall1ples which are partially oriented in the presence of a strong external magnetic field is shown

in figure. 2.16.

The orientational order profile extracted from an ellipsoidally distorted liposome exhibits

a considerable deviation from the "true" one, while the points extracted from the simulated

spectrum of a spherical liposome are faithful to it. The error is significant even at relatively

low ratios of the semiaxes of the ellipsoid, ~E == 5.. The observed error is much greater than

the changes in the order parameter profile associated with, for example, an La-to-H]] phase

transition [42], and thus a correct physical interpretation of the obtained order parameter profile

is not possible.

The dePakeing algorithm does "report" when the process of extraction of an oriented spec

trum has failed in some way. For the original iterative procedure, this takes the form of spectral

artifacts of non-physical negative amplitude [33]. For the linear inversion and regularization

algorithms which explicitly restrict the result.'io positive spectral intensities only, g(x) > 0, the

indication that a non-physical oriented spectrum has been obtained is no longer present in the

oriented spectrum itself, but rather, in much larger systematic misfit values reported by the

algorithms. An example is shown in Fig. 2.17a.

If the restriction ~E == 1 is now removed, and the algorithm described in Section 2.3.3 is

applied to the data, assuming the orientational probability distribution of Eq. 2.33 and allowing
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Figure 2.16: (a), solid line: a smoothed order parameter profile obtained by dePakeing the
2H NMR powder spectra of POPC-d31 liposomes, from [41]. The discontinuity in the smooth
curve at the n == 16 carbon position is due to a different averaging mechanism of the terminal
CD3 group. (b): powder spectra simulated from the smoothed order parameter profile in
(a), using Gaussian lineshapes 500 Hz in wi-dth. The solid line describes a spherical vesicle,
K E == 1, and the dashed line corresponds to an ellipsoid with K E == 5. Random noise is added to
simulate an experimental signal-to-noise ratio of about 1000 for the central peaks attributed to
the terminal CD3 group. (c): the oriented spectra obtained by dePakeing the simulated powder
spectra from (b), using the Tikhonov regularization algorithm and forcing K E == 1. Line types
are the same as- in (b). The smoothed order parameter profiles extracted from these spectra are
shown as the discrete symbols in (a): (0) for the "'E == 1 simulation, and (6) for "'E == <5.
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Figure 2.17: (a): misfit reported by the regularization dePakeing algorithm which is restricted.
to liE = 1, when applied to the powder spectrum of figure 2.16b simulated using liE = 5. When
K E is allowed to vary, the algorithm extracts an oriented spectrum indistinguishable from the
true one, shown in Fig. 2.16c, while the misfit in (b) is essentially eliminated.

K to vary, the true oriented spectrum is obtained. Consequently, the true order parameter profile

is determined (not shown). At the same time the systematic misfit reported by the algorithm

essentially disappears, as seen in Fig. 2.17b. In fact, experience has shown that the presence of

a systematic misfit is a reliable indicator of convergence to non-physical oriented spectra, and

thus of the inadequacy of a particular model being evaluated. This is the reason why a minimum

in the misfit function \l1( K) of Eq. 2.31 is used as the criterion for obtaining the estimate 'K. A

large systematic misfit even at the minimum of \l1 (Ii) should be interpreted as a sign that the

chosen model for P(B) is not adequate.

Figure 2.18 shows how monitoring the misfit functions \l1( K) for each of the three trial models

of P(B) given by Eqs. 2.32, 2.34, and 2.33 allows one to select the best one. Since the input

spectrum was simulated using the ellipsoidal model, it is gratifying that the lowest minimum
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Figure 2.18: (top): minimizing \[1(;;;) yields K:>for each of the three trial functions PL(f)), PB(f)),
and PE (()), described by Eqs. 2.32, 2.34, and. 2.33, respectively. The lowest minimum corre
sponds to the best model, as expected for the powder spectrum simulated assuming an ellip
soidal shape of the liposome. The data was simulated with K E == 5. (bottom): the three trial
orientation dependence functions, calculated for their respective best approximations of k, as
determined from the three minima above, are shown to illustrate the ability of the algorithm to
resolve different shapes of P( ()). The random distribution function, P( ()) == sin () is also shown
for comparison.
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of 'lJ(K) is deterlnilled by tIle algoritIllll corresponding to PE (()), and that it occurs at K
E

== 5,

precisely tIle value used in the simulation. The other two trial orientational distributions, P
L

(())

and P
E

(()), are clearly rejected since their respective minima in 'lJ( K) are considerably higher

than that of the PE (()).

2.3.4 An Experimental Example using 2H NMR

A water dispersion of a mixture of 1,2-dimyristoyl-sn-3-phosphatidylcholine deuterated in all of

the chain positions (DMPC-ds4 ) and a dioxyethylene-illono-dodecyl-ether (C12E2 ) was used 'thy

Sternin et ale [1] to test the numerical procedure experimentally using 2H NMR.

The experimental spectrum of the perdeuterated phospholipid in the La phase exhibited re

duced intensity in shoulders of the spectra. The spectrum was analyzed using the regularizatioll

dePakeing algorithm for the three models described earlier (Section 2.3.2). Through analysis of

the misfits, the ellipse model was found to provide the best fit of the three models. However

the Boltzmann model provided a fit which was relatively close. The best fit of the ellipse model

occurred for K equal to 3.4, proving the presence of a deviation from a random distribution

function.

This result provided a motivation for the ~present study. In chapter 4 I report the result of

a similar simultaneous determination of an anisotropy parameter ( in this case, a chemical shift

anisotropy) and the shape of the orientation distribution function performed using 31P NMR of

a partially oriented bilayer system.
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Experimental details

3.1 Chemistry

The lipid samples were purchased in powdered form from Avanti Polar Lipids and used without

further purification.

In preparing the initial test sample, POPE was dispersed into distilled water until there was

excess water (about 80 wt %). The sample was hydrated, without shaking, in the refrigerator

(275 I{) for several hours. The sample was then mixed by a gentle shaking and cycled through

a freeze thaw cycle three times.

The synthetic lipid mixture was composed of 83 wt % POPE and 17 wt % POPG dispersed

in 8(5 wt % buffer (0.2M Tes Buffer). POPE and POPG were dissolved in chloroform together.

This solution was evaporated in a rotary-evaporator, leaving a thin uniform film of lipid in the

bottom of the flask. Buffer was added to the flask to help remove the lipid from the flask.

~:

Excess buffer was removed by centrifuging the solution. Uniform magnetic alignment requires

a water content of at least 80wt% [21], in our case the water content was about 86wt%. The

final sample was placed in a 7mm long sample tube and was cycled through a freeze thaw cycle

three times.

44
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3.2 Spectrometer

45

Experiments were conducted in a 7.0 T field using a home built spectrometer. ..;\ description

of the basic design of the spectrometer is available elsewhere [43, 44, 45]. 1~ block diagram

of the spectrometer set-up is depicted in figure 3.19. The solid-state FT NMR spectrometer

Ilad pre"viously been used exclusively for 2H. NMR experinlents. Most of tIle cOlnpollents of the

spectrometer were capable of operating at frequencies of at least 121 MHz, which is the frequency

needed for 31p NMR at 7.0 T. A preamp located in the detection system was modified and a new

probe was constructed and tuned to operate at 121 MHz. A probe existed for 2H NMR studies

but since 31 P NMR studies are done at a higher frequency a new probe was needed. The new

probe reproduced the basic design of the 2H NMR probe with additional structural elemellts

used to reduce the size of all resonant cavities for the higher frequency 31 P probe. Both probes

are based on a design by Paul Morris [46]. The main difference between the two probes is that

the circuitry of the new probe is designed to be easily set to 50n of impedance for frequencies

close to 121 MHz. A circuit diagram of the probe is shown in figure 3.20. The radio frequency

signal is supplied to the 330pF capacitor and Coil 1. Coil 1 is inductively coupled to Coil 2.

Coil 2 supplies and alternating magnetic field to the sample which has been placed inside Coil 2.

The signal from the sample returns to the spectrometer in the reverse manner. The circuit can

be tuned to have 50n impedance at frequencies near 121 Mhz by moving Coil 1 which can slide

on a track running perpendicular to the axis of the coil. Coil 1 is moved by a long controlling

rod, this way movement of Coil 1 is possible when the probe is fixed in the magnet. A benefit

to this set-up is that Coil 2 and the 68pF capacitor may be easily removed and replaced with
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330 pF 68 pF

47

To
Spectrometer

Coil 1 Coil 2

Figure 3.20: Probe set-up. Coil 1 is the inducing coil. It is copper
wire in 2.5 turns of radius 5 mm. Coil 2 is 8 turns of
copper wire with a radius of Imm. Coil 2 is I3mm long
and the sample tube is placed inside of it.
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another capacitor-coil pair. This way it is easy to switch between samples of different size.

3.3 Spectroscopy Details

48

In all of the spectra presented here, zero on the frequency scale corresponds to the Larll10r

frequency of a 85% H 3P04 tuning sample. The absolute frequency of this reference point

was determined to be 121442.35 ± 0.01 kHz. The 85% H 3P04 sample was also used for

determinations-of the length of a radio frequency pulse necessary to produce a 90° spin rotation.

It was determined that a pulse of duration 2J18 was sufficient. All experiments were done using

a Hahn echo pulse sequence [47]. This pulse sequence consists of a 900 pulse, a pause of 70/18

a 1800 pulse followed by a pause of 60/18 before the data acquisition began. The pause after

the refocusing pulse was slightly less than the pause after the initial pulse so that the recorded

echo contained some data points before the echo peak. This allowed a better determination

of the peak of the echo to be made. All Fourier transforms were done using the peak as the

initial starting point. In the cases where a data point at exactly the peak of the echo was not

available, a fractional shift was performed in the time domain prior to the Fourier Transform.

Only zero-order phase corrections were applied. The data describing the echo was acquired

with a dwell time of 5fJ8 and contained 2048 ..:data points. The spectra in all experiments were

the sum of 50 000 scans done with a repetition rate of 1.9s, which is approximately 2.5 x T1

as measured for the lipid samples using inversion recovery pulse sequences. The temperature

during all experiments remained constant at 298±0.5 K, as maintained by a home-built gas-flow

temperature controller [48].
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Experimental Results

The purpose of these experiments was to prove that the Tikhonov regularization algorithm

could be used-to correct for magnetic orientation of samples studied by 31p NMR. A sample

which is known to not magnetically orient and a sample which is known to magnetically ori

ent [21] were studied to prove that the algorithm could distinguish between the two cases. The

two samples were POPE and a mixture of POPE and POPG respectively. Another intention

of these experiments was to study the lamellar to hexagonal phase transition in POPE and its

effect on the magnetic ordering of phospholipids. The phase transition temperature is about

334K. Unfortunately it was found that POPE deteriorates quickly at high temperatures. Many

attempts were made at collecting spectra just below and just above the phase transition. Due

to the relatively small signal many spectra needed to be acquired to increase the signal to noise

ratio and obtain the kind of high quality data needed for the algorithm. At most a few hundred

scans could be performed before the sample..:showed noticeable signs of decay. A large peak

occurring in the center of the spectrum was indicative of the breakup of the phopholipid into

small isotropically tumbling fragments. X-ray studies of the sample after use confirmed that the

sample had dec.ayed.

Figure 4.21 shows two experimental 31P NMR powder spectra of phospholipids in the La

phase: pure POPE (dashed line) and a mixture of 8:3%wt POPE and 17%wt POPG (solid line).

49
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TIle spectrum of pllre POPE has a slightly larger sIloulder on the left side of the spectra, tIle

sIloulder corresponds to 0° of orientation. The spectrum of the POPE/POPG mixture does not

I iii I Iii I i I I Iii I iii I I

-7.0 -3.5 0.0 3.5 7.0
Frequency in kHz

Figure 4.21: An overlay of POPE and POPE/POPG NMR spectra. The
POPE spectrum is represented by a dashed line while the
POPE/POPG NMR spectrum is represented by a solid line.

have a distinct shoulder on the left side. The intensity is shifted to the right side of the spectrulll

implying that 900 orientation is favoured. The effect is slight, but it can be analyzed in terll1S

of the models describing deviations from a random orientational distribution, as was presented

earlier (Section 2.3.2).

4.1 Importance of a Proper Discretization Scheme

Many choices need to be made when using the regularization dePakeing algorithm. This section

will outline the sequence of these decisions. The first decision is "how much of the spectrum

should be analyzed?" There are obvious benefits to restricting the input data to include only
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the important spectral features. A reduction in the amount of input data will translate to a

reduction in computing time. There are more fundamental reasons however for reducing the size

of the input data. For an ideal spectrum with an infinite signal to noise ratio a large amount

of base line on either side of the peak could be included in the input data and the algorithn1

could fit to the data. However in a "real" spectrum with a non-trivial amount of noise, the

inclusion of large sections of noisy base line will cause the algorithm to have problems fitting

to the data. In general including large sections of noisy base line will prevent the algorithm

from finding a distinct minimum for any of the models. Thus the first constraint is to confine

the input data to include only the spectral peak and a few points of base line on either side

when using noisy data. The next constraint is a restriction on the output data. In an ideal

experiment with infinite signal to noise the amount of output data could be set equal to the

amount of input data, an even-determined problem. With noise included the algorithm will have

difficulties with an even-determined problem, it is best to have an over-determined problem

(i. e. more input data than output data). On the other hand, the ability to resolve features

in the calculated anisotropy distribution function is reduced as the amount of output data is

reduced, therefore it is important to find a compromise between the two extremes. The range

of the output must be large enough to contajn all the features of the anisotropy distribution

function. In this experiment the spectral range of the input data and that of the calculated

anisotropy distribution function were about equal, however the spacing between points in the

anisotropy distribution function was twice the spacing of the data points. A two to one ratio

of input data to output data was found to give optimum results. Inclusion or exclusion of

certain special anisotropy values (x) from the calculated anisotropy distribution function can
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cause discrepancies in the results. In this experinlent for example, a small D.C. offset problem,

wllich can be seen as a small peak ill the spectrum at the zero point, caused the value of g(O) to

be llon-zero. Not including the point at x == 0 often prevented the misfits of the three models

fronl reaching a definite minimum.

4.2 Minimizing the Misfits

As mentioned ~arlier minimizing the misfits of the three models will yield the "best fit" K,

parameter for each of the three models. Utilizing the K, values which correspond to the minimUln

in the misfit, for each of the models will give the best fit to the data. Figure 4.22 (a) shows

the misfit function (equation 2.31) of the three models plotted against K, for fits to spectra of

pure POPE. Pure POPE is not expected to magnetically partially orient in the magnetic field

therefore the best fit of each model should occur when each model is equal to the spherical

model ( P(0) == sin 0 ). Substituting K, equals one in the elliptical model (equation2.33) would

give a spherical model. Similarly the Legendre model (equation 2.32) and the Boltzmann model

(equation2.34) will reduce to the spherical case for a value of K equal to zero. Figure 4.22 (a)

shows that the best fit, indeed, lies close to the spherical model. Each of the three models

provides a fit which is slightly superior to theJit of the spherical model but the improvement in

the misfit from the spherical model is very slight. The minima of each model have equal depth

thus from this plot it is not possible to distinguish which model provides the best fit.

Figure 4.22. (b) shows the misfit of the three models plotted against K, for fits to spectra

of POPE/POPG mixture. The three models again have minima of equal depth and from this

plot it is not possible to distinguish which has the best fit. In the case of pure POPE the
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best fits of each model corresponded to K values which were very close to the K values which

described a spherical model. Here the K values of the best fits represent distributions that are

significantly different from the spherical model. One can interpret this as a shape deformation

of the vesicles.

Figure 4.2:3 displays the best fits of the three models (shown as lines, indistinguishable)

overlaying the data (shown as POilltS) in the upper plot. Included in this plot are the anisotropy

distributions of all three models, they are also indistinguishable. The lower plot of figure 4.23

displays the misfit of the best fit of each model with the data. The three models are very

comparable. The only place there is a slight difference between the fit of the three models is in

the region between -4 and - 2 kHz on the x-axis. This is the shoulder (i. e. () == 0°) region.

The error in the lower plot of figure 4.23 is about ~ 0.01 on the intensity scale. The misfits of

the three models are well within the limits of the error across the entire K, range. Due to the

error it is not possible to make any conclusions about the discrepancies of the fits in the region

of the shoulder. The anisotropy distributions of all three models, which are identical, give an

approximation of the anisotropic chemical shift.

The best fit of the ellipse model (K, = 1.28) corresponds to the semiaxis ratio of 1.14 which

is comparable to the value experimentally attj~ined in a study by T. Brumm et ale [10]. In tllat

study freeze-etch microscopy was used to study MLVs which had been quickly frozen while in

a magnetic field. The MLVs exhibited an elliptical shape with a semiaxis ratio of about 1.2. A

direct comparison is not possible since the sample used in the study was DPPC and the magnetic

field was 9.4T. taking into account that the degree of magnetic orientation is known to depend

on the magnetic field and on size of the MLVs, the values are still comparable.
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4.3 The Legendre Model

III both examples the misfit of the Legendre nl0del, see figure 4.22 (a) al1d (b), has two 111il1

inla. In both cases the second minimum is not as deep as the first therefore, according to tIle

plot of the Inisfits, the first minimum corresponds to the best fit. The upper plot of figure

4.24 is the original data (shown as points) overlaid with the best fit of the Legendre model

(K == -0.14)(shown as a line). The calcul~ted oriented spectrum also appears in the upper

plot. The lowe.r plot is the misfit between the data and the best fit shown in the upper plot.

Figure 4.25 is a similar set of plots except here the fit is the Legendre model using the "- value

of the second minimum ("- == -0.68). Comparison of the two figures displays that there is a

difference between the two fits, and that "- == -0.14 appears to be a better value, resulting in

no systematic features. However, the experimental error bars on the spectral data are of order

±O.Ol and even the fit for "- == -0.68 is mostly inside the error.

Figure 4.26 (a) and (b) displays the orientation distributions of the three models vvith "

values which describe the best fits for the spectra of pure POPE and the POPEjPOPG mix

ture respectively. In figure 4.26 (a) the orientation distributions of the three models are very

similar to that of the spherical model as is expected. In figure 4.26 (b), there is a distinct dif

ference between the orientation distribution ~f the spherical model and the best fit orientation

distributions of the three models. The orientation distribution of the Legendre model best fit

differs from the orientation distribution of the best fits of the other two models. However the

Legendre model with K == -0.68, (the K value at the second minimum in the misfit) provides
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an orientation distribution function is indistinguishable from those of the best fits of the Boltz

mann and ellipse models. While the Legendre model with a K == -0.14 provides a fit which

is, witll this experimental error, indistinguishable from the best fits of the other two models the

orientational distribution function of this Legendre model differs from those of the other two

models. Decoupling and better signal to noise is required before any conclusions call be made.

The Legendre model can be: characterized as the most coarsely truncated one of the three mod

els. Adding more terms to the Legendre model expansion may, in fact, provide an orientational

distribution similar to the Boltzmann and ellipse models. The features on the right-hand side

of the dePaked spectra obtained using the Legendre model are similar to those produced by the

iterative dePakeing algorithm [33] when contributions that do not scale as P2(cos fJ) are present.

Such contributions would correspond to extending the Legendre model of equation 2.32 to more

terms. The regularization algorithm could then be altered to vary two parameters, the factors

of the first and second order terms of an extended Legendre model, but this would be a very

difficult problem for the algorithm to solve. This approach does not seem warranted given the

signal-to-noise limitations of the data.
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Conclusions

The regularization dePakeing algorithm has been shown to be a useful tool in the analysis of

NMR spectra of magnetically partially oriented lipid bilayers. The numerical procedure has

many advantages over complex experimental techniques of counteracting magnetic orientation

in bilayer systems. The samples studied do not have to be manipulated in any way, thus they

can be studied in their "natural" states. The disadvantages of the numerical procedure have

also been shown. The quality of data is very important to the algorithm. In this case dipolar

proton decoupling would have helped. Broadening due to the dipolar interaction tended to

smooth out the spectra. Fine details of the spectra were not resolvable and fits to the data were

affected. Choice of dwell times and hence the number of data points defining the spectra was

very important. Increasing the number of data points resulted in better fits by the three models

to the spectral data.

Spectra attained with 31P NMR have been analyzed with the regularization dePakeing al

gorithm to provide a quantitative measure of the partial magnetic orientation of the nlodel

membrane system. In addition, the anisotropy distribution (both the chemical shift anisotropy

and the broadening due to the dipolar couplings) was unambiguously extracted. Some approxi

mate conclusions about the shape of the vesicles can be made, but the quality of the data did not

allow us to conclude which of the three models tested best describes the shape of the partially
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magnetically oriented vesicles.
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Appendix A

The regularization dePakeing computer program

The regularization dePakeing program was written by Dr. H. Schafer. It accepts input and

produces output in ASCI~ only. The program is controlled by a "master file" which contains

all relevant parameters. The command "pakeshell masterfile" would initiate the program using

parameters contained in the file named "masterfile". Each line of the master file is constructed

as in Table A.I.

Below is a description of each line in the master file (TableA.I).

• In line 1 XXX is the name of the file which contains the data, minus the extension. The

program will assume the extension is ".txt". The data file must contain one column of

data only. The data being intensity values .

• In line 2 XXX is the name of the output file. There are five output files, each with the

given name and different extensions.
./7.

The ".res" file contains the oriented spectra data. The file contains 3 columns. The

first column is frequency, the second column is intensity and the third column may

be ignored.

The ".asc" file is a copy of the original spectrum data. The file contains 2 columns.

The first column is frequency and the second column is intensity.
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1 input file (without extension) : XXX

2 output files (without extension) : XXX

3 number of spectral data points : XXX

4 number of analyzed data points : XXX

5 middle point on relative freq. scale: XXX

6 offset for analyzed part of spectrum : XXX

7 scaling factor for spectrum : XXX

8 point distance of relative scale: XXX

9 spectrum unsymm./symm. (0/1) : XXX

10 orientation in B-field (0/1,2,3) : XXX

11 orientation parameter kappa: XXX

12 order series expansion: 101

13 number of intervals «301) : XXX

14 minimum x/pi (in points) : XXX

15 grid distance (in points) : XXX

16 REG/NNLS/QR/SVD (0/1/2/3) : XXX

17 lamda (only for SVD) : XXX

18 limit (only for SVD) : XXX

19 anal. with/without convolution (0/1) : XXX

20 convolution with Lorentz/Gauss (0/1) : XXX

21 multiple of minimum line width df : XXX

Table A.1: Typical Master File for Pakeshell program. XXX's must be re
placed by parameters described in text.
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- The ".rst" is data describing a spectrum recalculated from the depaked one. The file

contains 2 columns. The first column is frequency and the second column is intensity.

- The ".ori" file is data describing the orientation distribution function. The file con

tains 2 columns. The first column is frequency and the second column is intensity.

- The ".doc" file is a log of the algorithm's results.

• In line 3 XXX is the total number of points in the original data.

• In line 4 XXX is the number of points which will be analyzed.

• In line 5 XXX is the offset. Meaning the number of points between the first point in the

original data and the first point of the region which will be analyzed.

• In line 6 XXX is the middle point of the spectrum. This point may be found by integrating

the spectum and finding the point which corresponds to the half height of the integral.

• In line 7 XXX is the scaling factor for the vertical scale. It is normally set at 1.

• In line 8 XXX is the horizontal scaling factor. The scaling does not affect the algorithm,

it only allows for setting the proper output scale.

• In line 9 XXX is set to 0 for asymmetric (31 P) spectra and 1 for symmetric (2H) spectra.

• In line 10 XXX sets which model will be used;

- 0 for the random orientation distribution model P(O) ex sin(O).

- 1 for the Boltzmann orientation distribution model. PB(O) ex sinO x exp [X: Bcos2 0]
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- 2 for the ellipse orientation distribution model. P
E

(()) ex sin () x [1 - (1 - K
E

) cos2 ()]-2

- 3 for the Legendre orientation distribution model. PL(O) ex sinO x (1 + /l;L cos2 ())

• In line 11 XXX is the value of /l;, the variable parameter of the models.

• Line 12 should be 101, it is an internal parameter for the program.

• In line 13 XXX number of points which will be in the calculated anisotropy distribution

function g(x). _

• In line 14 XXX is the first point of the calculated anisotropy distribution function. The

location of this point is measured in relation to the center point of the spectrum. Meaning

XXX number of points from the center point (to the right of center is positive, to the left

of center is negative).

• In line 15 XXX is the step size in the calculated anisotropy distribution function g(x). For

example a value of 2 would mean a step size of twice the step size in the original data.

• In line 16 XXX sets the variation of the program,

- 0 is Tikhonov regularization.

- 1 is NNLS. 2 is Least-squares.

- 3 is SVD.

• In line 17' XXX is 0 for no regularization in SVD.

• In line 18 XXX is the SVD cutoff level. Below this level all things are set to zero.
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• In line 19 XXX is set to zero for no line broadening and 1 for line broadening.

• In line 20 XXX is set to 1 for Guassian broadening and 0 for Lorentzian broadening.

• In line 21 XXX sets the line width in units of df.

A.I Varying Kappa

71

In the above program, "pakeshell", the value of K is fixed. In order to cycle through many

-
values of K and' record the least-squares error sum each time, the program "pshell" is used. The

program "pshell" is asmall macro which will vary K through a specified range, then use the

pakeshell program for each value and then record the results.

• Enter the name "pshell" to start.

• Enter the number iterations you wish to perform on the following line, this is the number

of K values you wish to cycle through.

• On the next line enter the initial value for K

• On the next line enter the final value for K.

The program will use the initial and final K values as boundaries to define the range of K values

it will use. It will divide this range into steps, 'the size of the steps depends on the number of

iterations specified. It will then perform the pakeshell program repeatedly as it steps through

the range of K values. Note that in some cases certain kappa values may cause the algorithm to

perform an endless loop. One example is using K = -1 with the Legendre model. It may be

necessary to cycle through two ranges to avoid these difficult kappa values. The pshell program
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will output a file called minimun1 which contains the value of kappa in one column and the

least-squares error sum in another. Often it is beneficial to create a batch file which will run

pshell and then copy the file "minimum" to different, more appropriate filename (in this way

data in the "minimum" file will not be lost the next time pshell is run).

A.2 Varying Output Parameters

In the same way we varyed kappa in the program "pshell", we can vary the boundary parameters

of the anisotropy distribution function with the program "varyrange".

• Enter "varyrange" to begin the program.

• Next line, enter a name for the output.

• Next line, enter the number of iterations of kappa values.

• Next line, enter the initial value of K.

• Next line, enter the final value of K.

• Next line, enter the minimum for the first point in the anisotropy distribution function

(see line 14 in the master file, table A.l).

• Next line, enter the maximum for the first point in the anisotropy distribution function

(see line 14 in the master file, table A.l).

This program repeats the pshell program and varies the starting point of the anisotropy dis-

tribution function each time. Note, the range in the anisotropy function is still as specified in
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lines 14 and 16 of the master file (table A.I). This program only varies the starting point of

this range. Varyrange will produce many output files, one for each starting point. The names

of each output file will consist of the output file name specified with an extension which corre

sponds the starting point of the anisotropy distribution function in that data set. The number

of iterations of kappa values, initial value of K and final value of K are as described above in

the pshell program. The program "varyrange" will vary the range of the anisotropy distribu

tion function, ·starting from the minimum specified. It will increase the starting point of the

anisotropy distribution function by one point and repeat the calculations. This will continue

until the starting point reaches the specified maximum.

Macro programs of this type may be constructed to vary any of the parameters in the master

file by editing the varyrange program.


